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Two manuscripts in one book:Akashic Records: Unlocking the Secret Universal Knowledge and
Nature of the Akasha Including Prayer, Guided Meditation, and Akashic Tarot ReadingTwin
Flames: The Ultimate Guide to Attracting Your Twin Flame, Signs You Need to Know and the
Different Stages, Includes a Comparison of Relationships with Soul Mates and Life PartnersAre
you tired of being unable to resolve problems hindering you from progressing in your life?
Perhaps your search for answers has returned only disappointment.It's time to relax because
you've just found the answers you've been looking for.Prepare to enter a new world filled with
records of energy and vibration.Akashic Records are your pathway to not only understanding
divinity but also becoming a disciple of the divine.This is an opportunity to investigate the
intricate lines that form your destiny and bend them to your will.In part one of this book, you’ll
discover how to:See and change the karmic patterns of the pastAvoid becoming stuck in loops
caused by low vibrations around youShield yourself from the negative energy that flows through
those around youHeal past wounds that you've been avoidingConfront your greatest fears and
change your perception of themAccess all sections of your Akashic Records, from personal to
spiritualAnalyze the traits that affect your energy fieldFind new ways to control your auraHelp
others access their Akashic RecordsUnshackle yourself from the restrictions imposed upon you
by societyReconnect with your spiritual energy, and bridge it into the material worldIf you want to
discover how to meet your twin flame, the signs you need to know, and the stages you’ll go
through, then part two of this book is perfect for you!What do you know about your twin flame?
Are they already a part of your life?Do you long to meet someone special but have no idea why?
You may already be in a successful relationship, but you feel you need more. You may dismiss
the idea of "the one" as romantic nonsense, but maybe your twin flame will be a mentor rather
than a traditional partner.Whatever your depth of knowledge, this comprehensive guide to all
things “twin flame” is what you have been looking for.You will get the tools you need to start your
spiritual journey and emerge unscathed on the other side!In part two of this book, you will:Learn
the difference between a soul mate and a twin flameFind out what happens when you find
members of your soul group and allow yourself to live a more fruitful lifeExplore what is meant by
the term twin flame and where it came fromGet advice on the best ways to survive a trauma in
your spiritual relationshipsDiscover the difference between your twin flame connection and the
members of your soul groupUncover 15 amazing signs you may have already met your twin
flameDiscover why you need to work on your own spiritual growth to help your twin flame
connectionKnow exactly when to let go of toxic unionsUnderstand that twin flames have been
assigned from the beginning of time and will remain connected foreverInvestigate 10 types of
soul mates you may already have in your lifeIdentify the biggest misconceptions about divine
timing and how you can overcome themFind out if surrendering to the universe really is a bad
thingLearn what can you do to raise your spiritual vibrationAnd so much more!Get a copy of this
book today and receive immediate insight into this amazing journey you’re on.
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SurrenderingChapter 10: Stage 7: Twin Flame Reunion or JoiningConclusionHere’s another
book by Mari Silva that you might likeReferencesPart 1: Akashic RecordsUnlocking the Secret
Universal Knowledge and Nature of the Akasha Including Prayer, Guided Meditation, and
Akashic Tarot ReadingIntroductionOpening the Akashic Records of one's self is a tremendous
feat. Gaining access to the invisible yet powerful vibrations that control the flow of the universe
may sound like science-fiction, but it is not. Before you begin on your journey, I highly advise you
to stop and take a few deep breaths. The journey you're about to embark on will change the



course of your destiny, and the destiny of those around you. Every time you begin or end your
reading session, accompany it with a few preparative deep and conscious breaths. This will set
your intentions straight because you'll be able to dedicate your full attention to what you
read.Preparing your heart is as important as preparing your mind when accepting the
information, you'll read, along with practicing the exercises. While the roots of Akashic Records
are buried deep in ancient practices, there is a lot of recently discovered information in this book
that will help you gain access to your records smoothly. You'll gain new knowledge about stuck
emotions that are vibrating at bad frequencies, and you'll gain knowledge about transforming
them into higher and more joyous vibrations. You'll begin by finding lingering wounds in your
past, not just in this life, but past lives too.The healing process is difficult, but once people find
their way through Akashic Records, it becomes much easier than people think. Introduction to
karma and karmic patterns will help you gain enough insight into the historical roots that could
be binding you in plateaus of low vibrations. While the information presented here won't instill the
power of change within you, it will make sure that it maximizes and amplifies the efforts you
make to transform yourself. Joy is one of the main motivations for people to access the Akashic
Records, and for a good reason.You've probably tried to attract joy, and the results have been
mostly underwhelming. And that's normal, at first. Once you awaken the true power of joy within
you through the Akashic Records, you'll be able to see how vibrations and energy can easily
influence you and your environment. The more time you spend in the Akashic Records, the more
you'll be able to properly sense joy. Attracting joy will be no problem because you'll understand
the very basic dynamics that control it, through your direct access to the Akashic Records.Using
the energies and vibrations flowing through your Akashic Records will give you the potential to
manifest your deepest and most genuine desires. This manifestation is the product of seeing the
world from a non-linear perspective, which opens up a world of opportunities blocked by a web
of illusions. The limitations imposed upon you are, sadly, all internalized, designed to stop you
from seeing the full truth. It is your responsibility to remove these restrictions through the Akashic
Records.Growth isn't the end goal. You're bound to grow with or without the Akashic Records.
Stopping the flow of time and energy is impossible, but unique individuals can add to and
improve upon the collective vibrations that bind us. The challenges you will encounter will not be
easy, but each entanglement you unwind through the Akashic Records will be your ally.Not
everyone can comfortably talk about why they love themselves. Sadly, most of the time, people
don't love themselves as much as they need to. No external force can make you love yourself,
whether you're in a relationship with a loving person or if it's your family that loves you. Bearing
the load of karmic patterns and past traumatic events makes it very hard for people to accept
and see themselves for who they truly are. Being afraid of discovering your true self because you
may not like what you find is much worse than whatever you may discover. You can always use
the Akashic Records to attract the change you deem necessary for your personal happiness and
joy.Be prepared to discover within you a whole new world, accessible through the Akashic
Records. There is more to you than you may ever have thought. Many people spend years



thinking that what is on the surface is all there is to explore. The great depths of our souls and
energy are way more intriguing and interesting than the surface, with limitless variations. Allow
yourself to accept the truth provided to you by the Akashic Records and take hold of your
destiny.Chapter One: The History of the Akashic RecordsWhat Are the Akashic Records?When
starting your spiritual journey, you need to have enough information to be in the right mindset.
You need to quench your curiosity about the things you have long thought were beyond your
understanding, and it does not help that there is little information that can be found on the
Akashic Records. This is why you need to turn to professionals who have already acquired
enough knowledge about the Records to guide you. The Akashic Records are based on faith, so
you need to open yourself to this experience and let go of your doubts.The word "Akashic" is an
adjective derived from the word Akasha. In Sanskrit, the liturgical language of Hinduism,
"Akasha," has various meanings. Some of its shades of meanings include "space," "ancient
matter," and "heavens." However, these words do not tell us much about the nature of the
Akashic Records. Put simply, the Akashic Records include every thought, intent, and deed that
ever occurred in human history. It encompasses the records of other realities and dimensions.
Every soul has its own records, in which its past, present, and possible future are inscribed. It is
worth mentioning that the records of each individual change as they develop. Although they
include future possibilities, Akashic Records do not function like a fortune teller. The possibilities
depicted in the Records only allude to people's choices. So, if you have ever wondered if you
have a choice on how your life unfolds, be assured that the answer is yes—only your own
choices shape your future. The Records are only there to help you reach a favorable outcome.
Just think of the Akashic Records as a grand library that contains all the knowledge you need to
better your life and reach harmony.The Akashic Records contain vast knowledge about every
occurrence in human history. That is why you can think of them as the records of humanity itself.
Since the dawn of time, the Records have been presented to keep track of every source of life,
including animals. They record every emotion you have ever felt, every thought that has ever
crossed your mind, and every decision you have ever made. Yet, that does not mean that the
Records judge your choices or shortcomings as a human. They are only there to record your
journey, to aid you, and help you to have a more gratifying experience as a human. The Akashic
Records are based on a very interesting concept—the concept of reincarnation. To fully use the
Records, you need to believe in that principle. Our world consists of perpetual cycles of death
and rebirth. When you die, your soul, which has a specific vibration and essence, is reborn. The
Akashic Records have inscriptions of your past lives too. By accessing them, you can learn of
your past identity and make use of the experiences from your previous lives.The Records have
two main parts: a stagnant part and a developing one. The stagnant part refers to the essential
design of the soul. Think of this design as the perfect state in which someone's soul can exist.
The other part, the developing one, records all the lives the soul has gone through. During these
lives, the soul wakes up or learns of its genuine uniqueness. In this process, the soul can finally
make sense of its essential design and find peace and tranquility. Therefore, reincarnation



pertains to the Akashic Records.You might be wondering where the Akashic Records are stored.
This is a valid question that shows your willingness to believe in the Records and benefit from
them. To answer your question, the Akashic Records are thought to exist in an ethereal, non-
physical plane known as the "Akasha." The Akasha flows through everything in our universe. It
flows through nature, matter, and our souls. The Akasha is somewhat like the Force in Star Wars;
it encompasses everything. However, the key difference between the two is that the Records do
not give you any physical power like telekinesis. The power the Akasha Records gives you is
much subtler and understated. They give you a mental and spiritual power to forge your path and
find your essential design—to tune your soul to reach its most perfect state.This begs the
question; should you have special powers to access the Akashic Records? The short answer is
no—you do not have to be a psychic to access your records. In the past, the Akashic Records
were only accessed by shamans, psychics, and some philosophers—people highly attuned to
their souls either through psychic powers or plain faith. However, this has greatly changed. In the
past few years, there has been a surge in the number of people able to access their records and
make use of them. This might be attributed to the state of consciousness that humanity has
recently reached. We have become more attuned to our souls, so accessing the Records now is
not as hard as it used to be 100 years ago.Some people think that accessing the Akashic
Records can be done only when they are not fully conscious. Some claim they accessed their
records in dreams or when they were not conscious. Others point out that they accessed theirs
through meditation or a deep trance, both of which involve a state of semi-consciousness. Some
say that having a near-death experience is the only way to access the Akashic Records. Yet, this
is too extreme and rather unnecessary. You do not have to be on the verge of death to access
your records. They are yours, which makes them your birthright. You never have to put yourself in
unnecessary danger to read them. Yoga, meditation, and other similar techniques may help you
reach a deep state of focus and tranquility. One of the most potent methods used to access the
Akashic Records is the Sacred Mayan Prayer. Although the Sacred Prayer can help, it is not
sufficient on its own. Opening yourself to the experience and being willing to believe are key to
successfully accessing the Akashic Records.The History of the Akashic RecordsSomething as
potent as the Akashic Records can never stay undetected for long. We can find evidence and
various mentions of the Records that date back to ancient civilizations. Records have become a
key player in many cultures and societies. However, because the Akashic Records are
sometimes referenced to by an array of other names, it's hard to deduce that all those names
actually refer to the same concept—the Akashic Records. Despite what some might think, the
Records do not oppose or contradict any religion. The Akashic Records are not a religion on
their own. We can find mentions of the Records in Hinduism and even Christianity.In Ancient
EgyptThe ancient Egyptian civilization was perhaps one of the first civilizations to mention the
concept of the Akashic Records. Evidence of this belief can be easily found in ancient scrolls
and texts encoded in hieroglyphs. By discovering those scrolls and decoding them, we can
understand how the ancient Egyptians perceived the Akashic Records. The scrolls mention that



the priests, or people who could tap into spiritual power, accessed and read their records. Not
only that, but they also read the records of others. Of course, that put them in high regard; they
were greatly revered by everyone, and even pharaohs sought their counsel. They also
interpreted dreams based on the knowledge they gained from the Records. Even ordinary
people, who could not read the Records, believed in their existence. The goddess, Seshat, was
known as the "Keeper of the Library" or the "Keeper of the Great Book of Souls." Ancient
Egyptians also called the Akashic Records the "Repository of Thoth."In Ancient IndiaJust like
ancient Egyptians, the ancient Indian sages of the Himalayas believed in the existence of the
Akashic Records. They believed that every soul had its own records in which its whole life was
depicted. They also thought that if people could focus enough, they could access the records
and read them. This belief has extended to today's readings of palm leaves. Palm readers
believe those leaves include parts of the Akashic Records and that everyone has a specific leaf
on which parts of their Records can be seen. According to the beliefs of Hindu mysticism, the
Akasha represents the material used to record deeds, thoughts, paths, and emotions. It is
thought that Akasha is also an essential component of natural elements, such as air, water, and
fire. In this sense, the Akasha encompasses everything, keeping all elements connected and in
sync.In Mayan CultureThe Akashic Records was an open secret in the Mayan culture. Even
regular people knew of the records. Those who were able to read them, the high priests and
priestesses, shared the knowledge they gained from the Akashic Records with other people to
help them forge their path and reach a higher level of knowledge and serenity. Perhaps one of
the greatest contributions the Mayans made in connection to the Akashic Records was their
creation of the Sacred Prayer. The Sacred Prayer helps anyone access and benefit from the
records if they are in a deep state of focus and spiritual attunement.In Western CultureEastern
civilizations and cultures are not the only sources of information on the Akashic Records.
Western culture caught up around the 16th century. The famous seer, astrologer, and physician,
Michel de Nostredame, or Nostradamus, wrote mysterious verses of poetry that predicted future
events. He even predicted the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 and the September 11th attacks. It is
often thought that he might have accessed the Akasha Records by employing means that stem
from Greek visions and Sufi mysticism. One of the first explicit mentions of the Records in
western societies was in the late 19th century. The Russian occultist, thinker, and writer Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky said that Akasha could create much energy, whether physical or otherwise.
Rudolf Steiner, the known Austrian clairvoyant and philosopher, maintained that people could go
beyond the material realm to gain more truth and knowledge about themselves. Perhaps the
greatest proponent of the Akashic Records was Edgar Cayce, who was known as the Sleeping
Prophet. He held many sessions where he answered people's questions and offered them
suggestions to heal based on his access to the Akashic Records. Contrary to other beliefs, he
thought that the Akashic Records were found on Earth. He proposed that people were ready to
make use of the records and forge their destiny. Interestingly, during one of his sessions, the
Records revealed that he would fall sick if he continued his readings. He did not heed the



warning and died just a year later.In Religious ContextsIn Christianity and JudaismThe Akashic
Records are mentioned under different names in Judaism and Christianity. They are called either
the Book of Remembrance or the Book of the Living. Mentioned in the Book of Revelation and
the Hebrew Bible, the book of the Living is used to record the names of people who have forged
a righteous path for themselves. Those whose names are found in the book are spared from the
last judgment. The Book of the Living is mentioned at least six times in the Book of Revelation.In
IslamThe Akashic Records in Islam are known as the Book of Decrees or Preserved Tablet. The
Preserved Tablet includes all the thoughts, events, and intents that have ever existed since the
dawn of time. The core difference between Islam's interpretation and other interpretations of the
Akashic Records is the belief that everyone has an angel who records their deeds. According to
this belief, an angel is assigned to every individual and follows them, recording everything they
do.The Benefits of Reading the Akashic RecordsAfter this healthy dose of history and general
information on the Akashic Records, you may now wonder about how they can benefit you. Well,
accessing and reading the Akashic Records can prove to be a life-transforming experience. The
vast knowledge found in the Records can point you in the right direction and give your life a
much-needed purpose. Here are some merits of accessing your Akashic Records:Learning from
Your Past LivesWe have established that the concept of reincarnation is closely tied to the
Akashic Records. The Records depict your soul's entire history, including your past lives. It is
natural to be curious about who you were in your past lives, as such a discovery can help you
know who you are now. By reading your Akashic Records, you can learn more about yourself
and find your life's purpose. Also, some aspects of your past lives might be affecting your current
one. For example, you might have been plagued by poverty in a previous life, and that poverty is
now an aspect of your current one. In a similar vein, certain phobias that seem to have no known
source or triggers can be a sign of a problem in one of your previous lives. By identifying what is
blocking you from having a fuller, richer experience, you can clear these blocks and feel more
self-assured.Getting Definitive Answers to Your QuestionsPerpetual curiosity is a big part of the
human experience. We questioned, doubted, and searched for answers. However, finding
definitive answers to your big questions can prove difficult. After all, you are a mortal who does
not possess vast, divine knowledge. What if I told you that you could tap into that knowledge and
get answers to your burning questions and more? Accessing and reading the Akashic Records
can be just the thing you need. You can learn from the Masters and Teachers of the Records
about the secrets of the universe and finally find the peace you have always yearned to
feel.Gaining More ConfidenceAll humans experience moments when negative thoughts
dominate their lives. This natural yet scary part of existence can hamper your plans and make
you doubt yourself. These moments of self-doubt can cause you to underestimate yourself or
even quit the activities you are most passionate about. Because we need reassurance
occasionally, we need to trust in something bigger than ourselves—something that holds all
knowledge. The Akashic Records can help reassure you of your worth and talents. The
confirmation the Records provide might enable you to go on with your life and identify your soul's



essential design. Not only will this enhance your quality of life, but it will also help you make
informed decisions based on your soul's identity and talents.Having a SanctuaryWe all dream of
having a safe space, a refuge, or a sanctuary where we can have all the time in the world to
reflect and grow. Akashic Records offer the perfect place to do so. They are, in themselves, a
sanctuary where you can just take a few minutes to relax and forget about your everyday
worries. Nothing is hurried in the Records; you are not tied to someone else's schedule. It is a
place where the concepts of time and space disappear, allowing you an organic reflecting
experience through which you can know who you are and who you will be. This is perhaps why
many people who have accessed the Akashic Records return to them multiple times a day for
meditation and reflection. It is a place only governed by serenity and knowledge.Getting a
Glimpse of Future PossibilitiesThis is where the potential of the Akashic Records shines.
Because the Records contain information about the past, present, and future, it includes all the
possible paths your soul can take. Accessing and reading your Akashic Records can offer an
enlightening experience. Instead of wondering about the future, with all its vagueness and
unknown paths, you can have all the possibilities stretched out before your eyes. The Akashic
Records do not function as a crystal ball that shows you your future, as only you can shape your
destiny. But the knowledge they encompass can help you create the outcome you want based
on your informed choices. For instance, Edgar Cayce could have stepped back from his Akashic
readings to avoid health issues, yet he chose not to. The possibilities the Records show you are
just events that might occur according to what you choose. The insights they offer are
informative, nonetheless.Improving Your RelationshipsSometimes, we just wish we knew more
about how we could improve our relationships. If you are one of the people who find it hard to
form and maintain human connections, reading your records can help you overcome this
problem. By gaining information about your past lives, you can identify what is blocking you from
having healthy relationships, healing and forgive rather than flood yourself with negativity. And
you can gain more insights about your loved ones, which will greatly help you improve your
relationship with them.Experiencing True BlissThe Akashic Records exude an immense amount
of light, and such light can feel heady to average humans. Just by standing at the gateways of
the Akashic Records, you can get a glimpse of this light, entering a state of full rapture. This
state occurs due to the amount of divine energy you are subjected to when you read your
records. During this process, you should feel more in sync with your soul and the divine nature
that surrounds you.Chapter Two: Common Myths and MisconceptionsSome common myths and
misconceptions surround Akashic Records and are mainly driven by a lack of knowledge. In this
chapter, we will discuss these myths in detail and why people should embrace Akashic records
for their moral, spiritual, and psychological fulfillment.Common Myths About Akashic RecordsAs
you have read in the previous chapter, Akashic Records consist of a record of what has
happened, what is happening, and what will happen. These are powerful and intuitive tools,
comprised of life-changing information that can help readers connect with various records.
According to the records, time is flat, and something that happened many years back could also



happen to you today or tomorrow.Everything has its Akashic Record, which can also be called
"A Book of Life." However, certain myths embody some beliefs, and some misconceptions are
mistaken and wrong with Akashic Records. Different myths and misconceptions overlap
sometimes; hence the two terms will be used interchangeably in this chapter.Only a Few Can
Understand and Interpret Akashic RecordsThe greatest myth surrounding the Akashic Records
is that only a select few individuals who are "holier-than-thou" are anointed by God to
understand the Records. According to this myth, Records can be understood by a few people
gifted with the talent of interpreting them to others. This myth is based on self-worth, where other
people often want to view themselves as better than others. This myth posits to the effect that if
you are not chosen, then you are not worthy.The truth about this myth is that we all have an
Akashic Record that has been part of our lives for a very long time. The Record originates from
the same source that all others do, showing we all come from the same energy. Therefore, since
we are all complete and have access to get all the things we need, if we choose carefully, we are
more or less the same. No people are more worthy than others. To dispel this myth, the
counterargument heavily draws from equality, which states we are all equal before God. This
makes it possible for everyone to understand the meaning of Records without seeking
assistance from the "chosen ones."Humans Should not Access Akashic Records During their
LifetimeThere is also a false belief which states that humans should not access Akashic
Records during their lifetime. The myth says that humans have only the privilege to peer inside
the Records when they die. A closer analysis of this myth shows it does not make sense since it
defies logic for the source to create records about our actions, deeds, thoughts, and other
information about our lifetime only to be used when we are dead.The purpose of the information
stored in the Records is that it should be applied to our life so it can help us make informed, life-
changing decisions. Records should help us learn and master different skills and techniques that
can improve our lives instead of accessing that information only when we are dead. We are
provided with the tools that can help us make aligned and appropriate decisions throughout our
lives instead of waiting to die first and then applying that knowledge. Likewise, we live once,
therefore, so we should use the knowledge that we acquire to improve our lives.People Seek
Answers to the Future from Akashic RecordsThis is a misconception that purports that people
can ask the Records for answers about the future. Sometimes, the answers you will get do not
necessarily come to fruition as suggested or described by the Records. When you consult
Akashic Records for answers, you should always remember that you are the master of your
destiny. Thus, you should be in control of your life and know that the Records are there to tell you
the most likely outcome of something based on the trajectory of events you are already
within.The records are not synonymous with prophecy, but they just act as guidelines that can
help you decide based on the outcome of a similar situation that has happened. The same
trajectory can also happen, and you can use it to create your new path. However, you can use
the Records to redirect your possible outcomes from a specific scenario rather than depending
on the Records to provide you answers. The records are effective because they help you project



the likely outcome of something based on experience. Here, it is the experience that can help
you deduce probable answers from the things yet to occur.Akashic Records are Used to Control
PeopleAnother misconception is that Akashic Records are a form of mystery used to control
people. In other sectors of different societies, these records are viewed as a cult controlled by
sects and religions to have power over other people. Certain religions seek to control other
people so they can gain power and make more money, but Akashic Records are not like these
sects. These are records that can be relied on for life-changing purposes and other related
needs.Therefore, if you use the Records for spiritual, moral, and psychological guidance, then
no one can control you. The only person who can control you is the one whom you permit to do
so. For instance, if you join a religious cult, you are effectively giving the leaders some power to
control you. Otherwise, you are fully in control of your life, and no one else can control you if you
do not allow it. Akashic Records present the users with the opportunity to make personal
choices in life with no undue influence from other people.Accessing the Akashic Records will
Tamper with the Soul BlueprintSome people believe that they are not allowed to access the
Akashic Records because they will tamper with their soul blueprint. According to this myth, the
guide gives you the soul blueprint that can lead to the implosion of the whole world if you tamper
with it. However, there is no reason you should deprive yourself of access to something that is
already written or recorded. There is a purpose for anything that is written, and the Records are
no exception. It is the living who can read so we can see that the Records are specifically meant
for us to be read.You can choose your path in consultation with your guides who have a
responsibility to guide you in your path towards the growth of the soul. The guides are only there
to help you, and there is no judgment or any hierarchy that can scare you. You can get as much
support as you want from the guide since you have free will. When you access your Records,
your reality will not be compromised. Everything will be joyful and fun as you learn. Information is
not cast in stone and you have the power and will to change it so it can suit your needs.You can
choose the information you want, which will help create the best life for yourself. You can get
help from others, while you choose the information that has true meaning to your life. Thus,
accessing information from the Records will not tamper with your soul blueprint but, instead,
gives you its power and strength so you can realize your goals and aspirations.I am not Gifted
Enough to Access RecordsThis myth emanates from the inferiority complex among different
people. Whereas everyone can access the Records, there is someone who is saying that they
are not gifted to do the same. The question is, says who? You should also ask yourself why you
feel that you are less than what you are worth. The belief that you hold for yourself can make you
feel that you are not gifted to access Records, but the truth of the matter is that this has nothing
to do with the records. Some people lack self-confidence, and these are the people who believe
that certain things are impossible.Accessing your Records should be a matter of personal
choice, and nothing can stop you. This helps you to identify your talents and divine gifts, which
require belief and a willingness to allow the connection. To create this connection, people need
to work on the relationship. Your willingness to be connected will determine your connection with



your Records. The primary thing you should work on is overcoming an inferiority complex that
can make you feel you are not gifted. Only then will you be able to access your Records and
change your life.A positive attitude leads to behavior change, which, in turn, can shape your
perceptions and world view. Some people simply believe that they cannot do something
because of fear. Instead of thinking you are not gifted enough to access the Records, you need
to have a positive attitude. To overcome the fear of the unknown, you should give remind yourself
that nothing is impossible.I am Afraid Of Hearing Negative Things About MyselfIt is natural to
have this kind of negative intuition about yourself, but the truth is that you are not as bad as you
think. Some people fear opening their Records for fear of hearing bad things about their past
and their contributions to the world. This fear factor is mainly induced by a lack of self-
confidence, and this has contributed to the downfall of many people. All the same, you should
know that every person has a purpose on this planet, and your contribution cannot be like every
individual. The fact that you matter should help you overcome the negative perceptions that you
may have about yourself.Records mainly focus on love and truth. These two components play a
pivotal role in shaping our integrity and how we relate with others in society. Therefore, you
should accept your personality and remember that Records are done out of love to help you
realize weaknesses so that you can clear them. The Records are also aimed at giving you the
power to create a pleasant path where you choose right over wrong. Essentially, we all aim to be
righteous, and this can be achieved if we are in a position to learn from previous mistakes so that
we avoid following the same path again.The judgment about self is outdated since it can only
slide you more into shame. When you ask questions of the Records, you should not always
expect positive comments. In real life, constructive criticism is vital since it helps us to realize
where we are lacking. When you know your weaknesses, you are in a better position to improve
yourself and become a better person.Akashic Records Can Provide Information to Solve
Problems ImmediatelyThere is also a false belief among people that Akashic Records can
provide specific information to help the user to immediately solve problems. In one way or the
other, every person experiences confusion as well as frustration with life such that they seek
divine intervention to overcome the challenges. Some people believe that if they turn to the
Records, they can get immediate answers that can solve their problems.Indeed, you will get
support and answers to the questions and problems you are experiencing in life, but you should
not expect everything to be sudden. The purpose of Akashi Records is to help you self-
introspect so that you can get the truth of what you want from yourself. You can bring your
questions to the Records, and what you should expect to get is not a rapid response but
guidance that can help you overcome the challenges that you are be facing.The response that
you will get helps to open your heart and soul to other alternatives that can help you resolve the
challenges that you are facing. There are different problem-solving strategies that you should
apply to get long-lasting solutions to the challenges that you may be experiencing at any given
time. While you can get the assistance that can help you solve different problems, the ultimate
solutions come from your heart, which knows what is good for you.Can Akashic Records Make



my Future Great?Akashic Records are specifically concerned about your intuition now, and there
is often a false belief that they can predict your future and make it great. The records have
nothing to do with acquiring unique skills that can transform your future, but they simply help you
learn to trust yourself. Lack of trust is the major contributor to failure among people. Therefore,
trusting yourself is a major stride towards the attainment of your desired goals in life.Records do
not expand your psychic abilities. They can only help you cope with fear, while at the same time
realizing the disbelief within you that can impact your desire to live happily. Records can help you
to open up to any opportunity that comes your way. Records are also amazing in that they help
create self-awareness about different things that can affect your life. Since the Records
constitute spiritual practice, you should use them to seek guidance so that you can pursue your
dreams with confidence. To be on the right track, you should show some willingness to change
your mind so that you can have a different world view.As you have observed above, Akashic
Records are an amazing tool that can be used by anyone with an open mind. You can open the
records and ask anything about your life. Records can uplift your soul to another level, especially
when you discover the hidden truth about your personality. They are life-changing, and they can
help you shape your destiny. Indeed, none but ourselves can determine our destinies, so
Akashic Records are the best good starting point if you want to achieve greatness in your
life.Chapter Three: The Eternal TimelineAs explained in the previous chapter, the Akashic
Records contain every thought, intent, or emotion you have ever felt in this life or your previous
ones. The Records also contain possible future outcomes, which is why you may be tempted to
access and read your Records. The Akashic Records of the past, present, and future create
what is known as the "eternal timeline." This timeline can be easily traveled through the Pathway
Prayer Process. However, before learning how you can access the records, you must know the
distinction between past, present, and future records.Past RecordsYour soul might choose to be
reincarnated for many reasons. Some just want to fix some of the mistakes and patterns of their
previous lives, while others want to come to enjoy the bliss that life experiences can offer. It
requires many reincarnations to reach your soul's essential design or most perfect state.
Nonetheless, your willingness to open your records shows that this life might be the turning point
for you. Indubitably, your past lives can affect your current one through your recorded karma. In
Sanskrit, the word usually means "deed" or "action," but karma usually goes beyond that. It
encompasses your thoughts and emotions too. Traumatic experiences or negative thoughts and
emotions can create blocks in our current lives. This, of course, can prevent us from enjoying our
lives to the fullest. So, many people seek to open their past records to identify the source of the
problems they are facing. Yet, first, you need to investigate present life clues that point to the
possibility that your past lives are impacting you now.Look at your current patterns of behavior.
Usually, current patterns are a result of old ones. For example, if you cannot seem to shoulder
the responsibility of your work and jump from one job to the next every few months, this could
indicate that you had issues with stability and responsibility in your past lives. This also applies
to addictions and negative thought patterns. Often, people who are plagued with negative



thoughts, or immerse themselves in negative patterns, have destructive past life patterns that
reoccur. To put a stop to such patterns, you need to open your past records to find the root of the
problem.Similarly, chronic physical or medical problems, like arthritis, can signal past life
traumatic events or accidents. For instance, if you are suffering from chronic pain that refuses to
be cured, no matter how many treatments you get, you may discover that it is the result of a
severe injury you sustained in one of your past lives. Your financial situation can also be
influenced by your past lives. By investigating the patterns of poverty dominating your life and
accessing your records, you might be surprised to discover that you suffered from the same
circumstances before and that the pattern is just repeating itself.Another aspect that many are
interested in investigating is their relationship problems. Unfortunately, not everyone has it easy;
some cannot form or sustain any meaningful relationships. If you are one of those people, rest
assured that there is nothing wrong with you. Past karma can be a plausible cause for your
dissatisfaction when it comes to personal relationships. The thoughts we feed ourselves make
up the energy that flows to the Akashic Records and inscribes your development. Your past self
might have focused on negative thoughts about love. They might have felt that they were
unworthy of it or that it was a source of weakness. Those thoughts are now recorded in your past
records and continue to influence your current relationships. However, there is no reason to fret,
as you can fix the problem by uprooting its cause.It is easy to misunderstand how karma works
in the context of the Akashic Records, but you must know that it does not refer to judgment or
punishment. It is simply a record of how your past lives were lived. In fact, your past records
contain millions of positive experiences that you can learn from. Even traumatic incidents and
experiences provide a great chance of growing and reaching your soul's most perfect state.
There are three reasons for karma: repetition, retribution, and compensation. Repetition refers to
a behavior pattern that keeps recurring. However, every time it does, it becomes more
dangerous. For instance, if someone had minor problems with overeating in one life, such a
pattern may be repeated in their current one, causing more severe results like eating disorders.
Retribution, on the other hand, refers to negative or difficult past relationships. Negative aspects
of relationships like abuse and mistrust in a past life might create a pattern that perpetuates and
impacts your present relationships. Finally, compensation refers to things you lacked in your
previous lives and are trying to compensate for in this one. This compensation can, nonetheless,
be dangerous. If you were poor in a previous life, you might compensate for this now by
overspending. Certainly, overspending is negative compensation and a pattern you need to
eliminate from your life.
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